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Passive resistance, which your letter seems to condemn in un-
measured terms,1 has been the only weapon of the community for
securing redress of grievances for die last six years, and whilst each
stage of it in its commencement has evoked such condemnation as
you have seen fit to pronounce, reflection that, as time went on,
public men were able to give to the struggle, justified it in their
estimation. In a large measure it brought about the relief for which
the weapon was used. This time it has covered a larger range,
it has caused much greater suffering both in intensity and extent,
and has, therefore, called forth a great, though not unexpected,
outburst of indignation, especially from parties immediately affected.
It is hoped that the Government will, in deciding upon the pro-
posals submitted to them after the utmost consideration, be guided
by wisdom and justice rather than by expedience. Should it, there-
fore, be otherwise, and should they reject our prayer, much as
I dislike it, I fear that a recrudescence of the struggle is inevitable.
Posterity alone will be able to judge as to the wisdom or otherwise
of those who are at present guiding the Indians.
/ fliB, etc.,
M, K, gandhi
The Natal Mercury, 5-1-1914
1 Campbell had observed: "If anything, it, in my opinion, aggravates the
unfortunate blunder of your policy. More than this, no movement can be suc-
cessful, however high the ideals of its founders, if it involves the suffering
of innocent and guilty alike; the inherent injustice of such an effect must work
its ruin, and you will pardon me if I say quite frankly, though as a friend,
that many of those you lead are realizing the weakness of your policy more
and more every day, and are coming to the conclusion that to use a large body
of, in the main, contented but ignorant people, namely, the indentured labou-
rers, by inflaming their passions with high words,' false hopes incapable of
realization, and violent threats, as a tool for procuring political rights by which
most of them will never benefit, even if they are ever attained, to put it very
mildly, is not a policy dictated by wisdom and fer-sigixtedncss,"

